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Welcome to DotCom Live. My guest
this week is Tom Talleur, Managing
Director of Forensic and Litigation
Services at KPMG LLP.
Talleur is a managing director in the
forensic and litigation services
practice of KPMG LLP, responsible for
overseeing the forensic and litigation
services' cyber crime detection and , ,. ,„,
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prevention unit. KPMG s forensic and
litigation services practice helps companies detect,
correct and prevent fraud and white-collar crime.
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Tom Talleur

Prior to joining KPMG, Talleur served
as the advanced technology programs
executive in the NASA Inspector
General's office. He created and ran
the network and advanced technology
crimes division, a federal law
enforcement unit that conducts
national and international
investigations into organized criminal
cyber attacks against NASA's
communication networks.

week

Join us at 1 p.m. on Thursday, August 3, when we'll
discuss cyber crime detection and prevention.

Leslie Walker: Tom, how secure are most Web sites
today?
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On a scale of 1 to 10, say, where do most commercial
Webs site rank in vulnerability to hackers?
Thomas Talleur: My initial reaction to this question,
based upon experience, is "not very". I hate doing "scale
ratings" ... but where 10 is "really bad" and 1 is "best" I'd
say "8" as a reactive opinion.
And I don't mean that in a critical way .... I mean it in
the following context: it's very common for those who
provision IT services via the web to set up applications in
"default configurations" that are exploitable by the "bad
guys". It's also common for IT provisioned-to run
machines on the 'Net that run services that are
unnecessary. This subjects local machines to exploitation.
Of course, we're talking local host security here ... not
enterprise wide security ... that's the context I answer
the question in.
Leslie Walker: Hello and welcome to cyber-crime fighter
Tom Talleur. He's here to answer your questions about
electronic security. Let's start with the big picture.
Leslie Walker: What are the most important things a
Web site can do to protect itself?
Thomas Talleur: Apply basic security techniques ...
simple stuff like I alluded to in my earlier message: don't
run unneeded services (or any other services at all for
that fact) on the same machine; place your public web
server outside a protected non-public domain; shut down
communication protocol layers that may not be needed in
a given situation ... stuff like that.
The real question begged about web services is this:
software manufacturers continuously represent that their
clients want the functionality of openness and
interoperability in their software products. So they
provide these functionalities. From an exploitation
perspective, this can equal "porosity" and exploitability". .
So, in the case of browsers configured to to receive and
exchange Active X elements, etc., it is very easy for bad
guys to to break into a very well defended domain ...
nearly "unseen".
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In short, the very technology that we rely upon for
functionality has features that at the same time expose
us to exploitation ... 24 hours a day ... 7 days a week.
Washington, DC: Is there a quick way to check and see
if a hacker has gotten into your computer? Assuming
you're on a network of some kind, at least on occasion?
Thomas Talleur: For personal users I recommend
running a personal PC type firewall. In this context,
"firewall" means a software program that can detect,
record, and block intrusions. It's not foolproof ... they can
be exploited ... and they do not constitute "protections"
from all sources of threats ... but they are "better than
nothing".
The problem for Windows-based PC users, is that absent
the use of extras tools that do not come with the
standard software distribution, there is really few good,
powerful ways to do this.
Washington, D.C: What impact do you think the digital
signatures law that Clinton recently signed will have?
Thomas Talleur: I think it will enhance commerce
globally and I think that you'll see other nations following
this lead.
But we always have to remember with technology ...
what man makes man can break. Thus, we'll see forensic
exploitation specialist like me involved with investigations
and litigation matters for years to come over issues like:
was the digital signature spoofed? Was the technology
exploited?
Rockville, MD: I'm very interested in your field. What
specific skills/experiences do you look for when recruiting
employees?
Thomas Talleur: With present day technology, hands on
fluencies with UNIX and Windows NT operating systems;
programming language skills in C, Lisp, scripting
languages.
In non-technical areas, experience with handling digital
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SKILLS (sorry to shout but I see so many talented
applicants with great degrees in the right fields who have
no ability to think through problems to develop solutions
through hands on services); and the ability to
communicate technology in easy to understand terms.
Beyond this, things like general clearness of perception.
In sum, this is an experiential business ... not one that
"going to school to get a certain type of degree" will
solve. Nor does "just working around it" in a collateral
field matter either. It's a combination of things: training
experience, attitude, etc.
Arlington, VA: I'm a CPA who is interested in pursuing
the certified fraud examiner designation. Is this a
worthwhile qualification? Are Big 5 firms the only place I
can really use it?
Thomas Talleur: There's a lot of folks who are CFE's.
I'm one, and generally, I would say that these kinds of
things are helpful for employment purposes, networking,
and your overall career development... especially when
you're just starting out in your career. I think the CFE has
meaning beyond the "Big 5's" ... I seen this for a fact.

Washington DC: Do you recommend companies encrypt
their email?
email!
Thomas Talleur: Absolutely.
Washington, D.C: Has there ever been a big "cyberheist" where electronic crooks took a bank or any
financial institutions to the cleaners?
Thomas Talleur: Yes, and they have been published in
the papers over the past few years. I suppose the one
that comes to mind is the case involving the Russian
intruder perpetrating this type of scheme against a New
York bank.
I've encountered other instances ... but they are not
discussed or known about widely. This latter fact is
attributable to the fact that clients want confidentiality in
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the handling of these matters ... not embarrassment
through publicity that could cause a loss of market share.
Leslie Walker: The FBI's e-mail monitoring program
called (what an idiotic name!) "Carnivore" created a huge
PR backlash. I'm interested in the technology of e-mail
sniffing. Forget the FBI for a minute, how easy is it for a
smart hacker to sniff email the way the FBI does with
Carnivore.
Are we entering a world where corporate espionage will
be much easier and therefore more prevalent?
Thomas Talleur: VERY EASY! Sorry to yell again. People
just have to understand that Emailing in cyberspace is
like running through your local park and shouting out
your business to your neighbors (almost). The
transmission of your text messages "in the clear" across
networks subject those messages to interception from a
wide variety of intermediaries across the Internet.

Dallas TX: Will commercial IDS solutions protect you
from the hackers?
Thomas Talleur: They help ... they are not foolproof.
Don't listen to ANY vendor selling you a product telling
you that they have "found the solution".
I'm putting my public sector hat back on now ... I heard
vendors tell the government these kinds of
representations day in and day out... and it's just silly.
What man makes man can break. It's as simple as that.
And the secrets of technology are the most ephemeral of
all.
Potomac,, MD: How much more cyber-crime goes on
than we read about in the news—can you hazard a
guess? Banks sure don't want us to know when hackers
break their firewalls. Is this problem far worse than the
press would lead us to believe? And do most cyberthieves get away with it?
T h A m a e Ts I I a i i * - * T h a n r n h l o m i c f a r \ * i r \ r c a f h a f w r u i r a n
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possibly imagine. I saw it in my law enforcement
career ... and I see it now.
And I don't say this to be an alarmist or to cause an
overreaction ... but because it's simply true.
We have embraced the wonders of this technology
rapidly to gain the functionality it provides. And it is
wonderful. But our adaptation to the "dark side" realities
is retarded.
The fact of the matter is that cyber crime is organized
crime behavior for the most part... not the "ankle biter"
hackers that you are reading about in the papers. You're
reading about them because they are the easiest to
catch.
Vienna , VA: Can a company buy insurance to protect
against computer viruses? If so, any idea of the price
range?
Thomas Talleur: Yes. This is a new field ... and not
surprisingly. Increasingly, firms are looking for
assessments of the potential victim environment before
they issue policies.
For example, we have a 600 person Information Risk
Management group that does nothing but network
penetration testing and a host of related services that
insurance companies will probably rely upon before they
issue policies.
Sorry, I can't give you any price range information ... as
with all insurance I believe it is based upon the
assessment of risk.
Leslie Walker: Good questions, folks. Keep 'em rolling
in. We're halfway through today's talk.
State of Digital Preparedness: Tom,
A Rant and Three Questions:
While the public is just beginning to understand the
threat of viruses, the digital dark side is quietly installing
trojans, zombies and root-kits across the nation in
unsuspecting users machines and networks where
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crackers use them to covertly sniff passwords, credit card
numbers and other sensitive personal and corporate
information, or to patiently await wake-up calls to launch
damaging attacks from the cover of an innocent
computer.
Three Questions:
Where are the tools that the public can use to sweep
their computers for these dangerous pieces of covert
software?
Why hasn't the government engaged in (funded) a
Manhattan project to develop and make these kinds of
tools available for the public for our national security and
law enforcement?
When is Congress going to deal with these issues headon by supporting an agency with the technical know-how
and credibility to at a -minimum- either assist the
average citizen and our nations cybercops, by developing
cybersafety software tools or at least testing software
already on the market to insure that they are free of
covertly embedded dangerous code?
Thomas Talleur: Well, this requires quite an answer.
First, I hated to retire from public service ... where I was
in the thick of all of this from a law enforcement point of
view. But there are realities.
1) Even though the government is starting to move out
to deal with this, in my judgement, ... and I don't say this
to be critical ... it's too little too late. By the time the
government agencies get their respective acts together in
this area ... the entire infrastructure will be trojanized ...
in my opinion.
2) You can use the same tools the bad guys do to protect
yourself. The issue is ... do you have the time and
inclination to do so? I doubt it. We're all just too busy
today trying to deal with so many things.
3) I wouldn't be too tough on Congress regarding the
passage of new laws. I've talked with number of
representatives/senators and they're very prudent...
they don't want to over legislate and overreact.
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Finally, digital defense starts with the individual.
Awareness and training programs should drive this home
over time.
Washington, D.C: Cookies-whafs your take? Should
consumers accept or reject these from Web sites?
Thomas Talleur: I reject... I don't want what they offer
up. If I was hungry for what they feed me ... I'd eat 'em.
Get "safe cookies" or encrypted cookies ... and they're
not perfect either.
Potomac, Md. : If a company knows a hacker has
broken into its system, but their data is sensitive enough
to worry about a PR backlash, would you recommend
hiring a private security firm or calling the FBI?
Leslie Walker: Good question. Along the same lines,
what other things (besides calling for help) should a
company do once they suspect their computer network
has been hacked?
Thomas Talleur: Since I've been in the private sector,
I've noticed a lot of hesitance on the part of private firms
to call in law enforcement. And, I can't say I don't
understand their position.
Straight line law enforcement wants to catch the bad guy
and put him or her in jail. They're not concerned with the
programmatic and systemic weaknesses of the victim,
generally, and they work product is not designed to help
the victim "get whole" again.
Plus, the private sector hates the publicity.
Ironically, for me personally, I used to give speeches as a
government law enforcement executives to large groups
and invariably someone from the private sector would
approach me and say "you're solving the problems in the
government... but who do we go to"
Now, I can help them.
Potomac, MD: Is what the Clinton administration has
oroDOsed adeauate for additional SDendina to make the
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ecommerce infrastructure more secure? A~nd are we
ahead of or behind other countries in securing our
electronic commerce defenses?
Thomas Talleur: We are ahead of other countries and I
think that the Administration, the Hill, and others are
trying to do the right things.
It's a big, complicated, interwoven challenge ... and it
takes time to solve.
Potomac, Md.: If I was not a programmer but wanted to
sneak into a company's internal databases from the Web,
how long would it take me to learn what's required? In
other words, how many days or weeks of
studying/practicing does it take to become an average
"hacker"?
Thomas Talleur: Not very long. Today you can
download very powerful tools to execute fairly
sophisticated breakin's into a victims environment.
Anybody can do it. That's why there's so many cyber
attacks going on.
These types of attackers are what I call the "white noise"
or anklebiters of cyberspace.
Remember ... lets "demythize" the crackers. They are not
as talented as the media would lead you to believe. They
focus on a few arcane exploits for particular operating
systems or network environments ... to do their thing.
They do not have the collective genius that goes into
product development that legitimate teams of
professionals have to CREATE something.
Orlando, FL: Many people learn about system and
network vulnerabilities through hackers. Some hackers
consider their activities to be beneficial because systems
managers can learn about threats and corrective actions
from them. Some hackers even solicit work from firms
they break into. But many organizations are so opposed
to hackers that they absolutely would not hire one.
Is there a middle ground? Or is this a black and white
issue? Does your firm have a position on hiring hackers?
Why did President Clinton invite a hacker to the White
U o n e a i n PA K n i a r x / 9
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Thank you.
Charles Le Grand
Institute of Internal Auditors
Thomas Talleur: I don't buy this ... and I would never
hire or advocate the hire of a cracker that breaks the law.
If they are really good, they should set up a sophisticated
heterogeneous computing environment, artificially,
batten down (remove) all of the ankle biter exploits, and
they try to apply their skills ... rather than trying to gain
notoriety by breaking into a domain that a victim has
even thought about protecting.
There's a lot of really good white hat hackers out there
who do just this in their homes (I do) ... and it can all be
done without harming others.
Criminal hackers suffer, in my opinion, from obsessive
compulsive disorder ... and they are nearly irretrievable
from a trust perspective.
Leslie Walker: Talk about the financial costs of
electronic security. What is the typical price range for
installing strong firewalls on commercial Web sites. Do
you recommend outsourcing?
Thomas Talleur: Financial costs can vary ... this is a
tough one to answer.
Basically, each organization needs an assessment of its'
risk and then needs to make decisions about what is
worth defending ... and then choose service options and
budget for it.
Outsourcing is a BIG DEAL. A real BIG DEAL. Why would
an organization entrust their entire information assets ...
to outsiders? Yet, this is exactly what is happening today
with both government agencies and private sector firms.
The point is, by default, that businesses are outsourcing
their non-core business support functions ... like IT. In
the process, they subject themselves to nothing less than
cyber rape.
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This is why we offer a cyber vetting or due diligence
service .... how do you know who to trust?
Washington DC: Mr. Talleur,
In light of the fact that business often views security as a
"necessary evil" that adversely impacts profitability, how
does an information security professional (such as
yourself) justify (to senior management) the cost of
effective information security? Isn't this especially difficult
when preventive measures cannot be effectively
quantified?
Jeff Hormann
Manager of Information Systems Security
AARP
Thomas Talleur: Thanks for including me in the infosec
field, and I guess I am, but I prefer to view myself by
what I do as a forensic exploitation and
counterexploitation specialist for litigation support
purposes Unfortunately, for better or for worse, I'm the
person victims have to call when something goes wrong.
This said, spending some money and paying DAILY
attention to infosec with an organization is absolutely
mandatory. Tools are relatively cheap today. Companies
have to start hiring and listening to professional with
AUTHENTIC infosec skills before it's too late. If companies
don't start managing their own internet connectivity ... I
can assure them that they are headed for an
appointment with a bad disappointment... because
someone else will manage that connectivity for them.
Washington DC: What trends do you see in cyberviruses? Are they getting easier or harder to prevent? Is
the volume going up and down?
Thomas Talleur: People who write viruses are shouting
out "look at me"! "Look at what I did"!\
They seek digital immortality.
Unfortunately, I don't see them going away ... and the
trend seems to be increasing.
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Washington dC: Which Web software programs would
you recommend steering away from because they're
harder to protect? I've heard FrontPage is risky, any
others?
Thomas Talleur: Any thing that you can't configure
yourself right down to the "1 and 0" level.
Otherwise, you are relying on the fore thought of the
software creator to build in the security that you seek.
And trust me, most of them are not thinking about
security when they construct their products.
Potomac MD: What book would you recommend to
someone wanting a thorough overview of ecommerce
security?
And is there broader book you would recommend about
cyber-crime in general, including the military?
Thomas Talleur: Interestingly enough, there's a lot of
good books out there today about cyber security and ecommerce. I'm not sure I can recommend one.
As for cyber crime, there's been several books over the
past few years hyping the exploits of ankle biter hackers
and those one level above ... like the "most famous one
of all" recently let out of jail (I'll let you fill in the name).
But there's nothing really good out there from what I've
seen to learn about how to become a cyber crime
specialist.\
I plan, one of these days in my "copious free time" to
write a book about the future of cyber crime ... and I'm
sure some of the concepts some will consider to be "far
out". But really, they are just a take off of my
experiences at NASA and the advanced technologies
under development right now.
Potomac MD: What are some telltale clues that a
computer system has been hacked and a hacker is
lurking in the background? Are there hints we should look
for?
Thomas Talleur: With Windows machines this can be
difficult absent the use of add-on tools. With UNIX /
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LINUX machines, you can run your own sniffers and
firewalls with the tools that come with the operating
system ... and shut down unneeded services, etc.
In any case, some of the classic signs are machines
"stopped dead in their tracks" (although this may not be
an indicator with certain operating systems); taunting
messages from crackers that they control your system;
indicators that your Email account has been accessed
since you last accessed it; and of course, your hard drive
being erased before your eyes ... coupled with corrupted
files and other strange behaviors. Really ... there's so
many things to look for ... so many ...
Leslie Walker: We are about to wrap up. But before you
go, Tom, please peer into the future and give us your
take on major trends in cyber-crime and online security.
What issues will grow more significant? Anything you feel
is under-appreciated today?
Thomas Talleur: It's going to get worse before it gets
better. And the more sophisticated technologies become,
to include security technologies ... the more exploits we'll
see.
Future crimes will involve adaptive, predatory entities
that morphologically attack, adapt, and live in
cyberspace, etc. And we'll witness the direct exploitation
of the human as chips are embedded in our bodies ... all
of this and more ... in the very near future.
Thanks for having me here today. I enjoyed visiting with
you and I hope you and the audience benefitted from my
involvement, tt

Leslie Walker: That's all for this week, folks. Thanks to
everyone who sent in questions and thanks to Tom
Talleur for stopping by The Washington Post for this
dialogue with our readers. Hope to see you all again in
two weeks!
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